SHALE TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE:
COMPLETIONS

MANAGED LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS REDUCE NONPRODUCTIVE TIME

O

mniTRAX’ Arrows Up last-mile solution helps companies staging sand in anticipation for an increase
in demand without the capital requirements of building
a terminal, and the company’s ShaleTECH transport
offering moves the Arrows Up unitized containers to
exactly where they are needed when they are needed to
optimize the extended energy supply chain. Last-mile

transport of proppant to the wellheads continues to be
the biggest logistics issue facing most oilfield service and
E&P companies. This increasingly requires a managed
logistics solution with scalable operations and flexibility,
like the Arrows Up and ShaleTECH Transport offerings,
which reduce nonproductive time and minimize demurrage while mitigating silica dust exposure. omnitrax.com n

NEW FRAC PLUGS IMPROVE PLUG-AND-PERF COMPLETION EFFICIENCY

T

he number of horizontal wells completed with lateral
lengths exceeding 3,048 m (10,000 ft) in unconventional plays across the U.S. has grown significantly.
While extended-reach laterals provide greater reservoir
coverage, higher stage counts and, subsequently, higher
production, it has not come without challenges. One
particular challenge is the time and cost required to
efficiently mill out frac plugs from each stage prior to
production. The latest innovation from Packers Plus
Energy Services is a suite of frac plugs that improves
deployment and reduces/eliminates mill-out operations,
saving time and reducing risk. The suite of offerings
includes the Lightning Plug, LightningPLUS Composite
Plug and LightningBOLT Dissolvable Plug. One of the
early deployments on a well in Texas proved the mill-out
efficiency of the plugs, as 18 plugs were milled out with
an average time of 12.67 minutes—and favorably sized
cuttings seen on surface. Since this line of short-length

Packers Plus’ suite of frac plugs reduce mill-out time or eliminate
it all together in an effort to reduce overall well cost for producers.
(Source: Packers Plus Energy Services Inc.)

frac plugs was introduced, more than 3,000 have been
installed. packersplus.com n

ENCLOSED SOLID FILTRATION SYSTEM SIMPLIFIES SAMPLING

U

nexpected and
uncontrolled sand
production can contribute
to production downtime,
environmental issues and
equipment wear leading to
catastrophic failure. When
a supermajor discovered
quantities of sand being
produced from its wells,
it requested Proserv to
develop a safe system for
quantifying solids. Effective
sampling is challenging
when wells contain high
gas-oil ratios, H2S and slugging issues. It is essential physical properties, including
density, volume fraction, particle size and morphology,
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Proserv’s sand sampling trolleys
represent a portable alternative
to open receptacle sand
filtration units. (Source: Proserv)

are understood to help
quantify risks. Chemical
and mineralogical properties are key to evaluating
factors including potential
corrosion. Standardized
across all assets, Proserv
supplied its client with an
enclosed sand filtration
system that simplified the
process for sampling oil,
gas, water and solids simultaneously, while reducing
HSE risks. proserv.com n
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